Team 5 follow-up
Aziz/Spaepen 4&5th floor McKay
Brian Huskinson

4th Floor
-- Exit signs ordered for all rooms that needed them; they should arrive soon and I will put them up
-- 406: some lab coats were moved into the room so they are more easily accessible
-- 410: laser out of date but no plans for use; is inspection necessary?
-- 410: safety glasses were put in the room
-- 410: the ladder that partially blocked a walkway was moved to a less intrusive location
-- 410: old hazardous waste was removed
-- 413: unsecured gas cylinder was secured
-- 417: unsecured gas cylinder was secured
-- 418: an ER guide was posted in the room
-- 424: there are a few electrical issues in 424 that I need to discuss with Don Claflin, as they will require an electrician to be repaired

5th Floor
-- Rooms 510 and 512 are being renovated so there is substantial clutter there, but that should be fixed within a month.
-- We have a number of lasers that aren't currently in use (and there are no plans to use in the next year), so I just put signs on each of these lasers saying they need to be inspected before use. The lasers that are actually in use currently are up to date with inspections.
-- 512: cylinders in storage had their regulators removed and caps were put on the tanks.